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The Big Summer Issue of Flavors & More 

We celebrate June & July with party ideas, travel, recipes, books, summer cocktails and much 

more 
 

 Don’t miss our big summer issue of Flavors & More where we’ve got the best of everything that 

you want from these special vacation days of June and July. Whether you’re packing a suitcase or 

stocking the kitchen with delicious fruits and vegetables of the season, we’ve got what you need at 

Flavors & More. 

 Nobody knows the American South like travel and culinary award-winning writer Doc Lawrence. 

In this issue Doc takes us into the land of American novelist Flannery O'Connor who made the statement 

"a good man is hard to find," part of our vernacular. Doc says, "A day at Andalusia, Ms. O'Connor's home 

in Milledgeville, Georgia, triggered a passion for fresh local food, some wonderful cocktails and wine and 

a journey that included a good portion of Sherman's March to the Sea."  

 Our resident kitchen design expert,  Steven V. Philips, is the first to admit that he’s a talented 

eater not an accomplished cook. But, in this issue on the magazine he takes on the challenge of a new 

cookbook for men and learns that he’s better around a stove or pantry than he realized. Need some 

macho-kitchen confidence? Read his article. 

 Chef Judi Gallagher has winning advice (and recipes) for hosting the perfect grill party this 

summer and she’s also sharing recipes for best-ever summer cocktails including a super sangria. Eric 

Williams has the best spice rubs for chicken, steak and pork that will put some glamour and pizzazz in 

conventional cuts of meat. Marsha Fottler has recipes for luscious summer desserts named after famous 

people. And speaking of famous people, Anna Dantoni investigates a new vegetarian cookbook by Mary 

McCartney, the cook/photographer daughter of Paul and Linda McCartney. You’ll want to claim her 

Asparagus Tart as part of your own summer menu from now on. And the family photos in the book will 

make you smile.  

 

Flavors And More is a monthly online cooking magazine dedicated to the  

pleasures of the table realized through recipes, libations, travel, books, gardens, entertaining and 

insightful features that celebrate food and all those who gather together to share meals and memories. 

When you have an appetite for a bountiful buffet of useful stories by an award-winning staff, we have 

what it takes to satisfy that hunger. We are Flavors And More and you can find us at  

mycookingmagazine.com Read, enjoy, subscribe and post a comment. And be sure to check out our 

videos and our Facebook page. 
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